ABSTRACT Marker-assisted backcrossing is routinely applied in breeding programs for gene introgression. While selection theory is the most important tool for the design of breeding programs for improvement of quantitative characters, no general selection theory is available for marker-assisted backcrossing. In this treatise, we develop a theory for marker-assisted selection for the proportion of the genome originating from the recurrent parent in a backcross program, carried out after preselection for the target gene(s). Our objectives were to (i) predict response to selection and (ii) give criteria for selecting the most promising backcross individuals for further backcrossing or selfing. Prediction of response to selection is based on the marker linkage map and the marker genotype of the parent(s) of the backcross population. In comparison to standard normal distribution selection theory, the main advantage of our approach is that it considers the reduction of the variance in the donor genome proportion due to selection. The developed selection criteria take into account the marker genotype of the candidates and consider whether these will be used for selfing or backcrossing. Prediction of response to selection is illustrated for model genomes of maize and sugar beet. Selection of promising individuals is illustrated with experimental data from sugar beet. The presented approach can assist geneticists and breeders in the efficient design of gene introgression programs. 
M ARKER-ASSISTED backcrossing is routinely ap-
the expected donor genome proportion in generation plied for gene introgression in plant and animal BC n is 1/2
nϩ1
. In backcrossing with selection for the breeding. Its efficiency depends on the experimental presence of a target gene, Stam and Zeven (1981) dedesign, most notably on the marker density and posirived the expected donor genome proportion on the tion, population size, and selection strategy. Gene introcarrier chromosome of the target gene, extending eargression programs are commonly designed using guidelier results of Bartlett and Haldane (1935) , Fisher lines taken from studies focusing on only one of these (1949) , and Hanson (1959) on the expected length of factors (e.g., Hospital et al. 1992; Visscher 1996; Hos- the donor chromosome segment attached to the target pital and Charcosset 1997; Frisch et al. 1999a,b) . In gene. Their results were extended to a chromosome breeding for quantitative traits, prediction of response carrying the target gene and the recurrent parent alleles to selection with classical selection theory is by far the at two flanking markers (Hospital et al. 1992) and to most important tool for the design and optimization of a chromosome carrying several target genes (Ribaut breeding programs (Bernardo 2002) . Adopting a seet al. 2002) . lection theory approach to predict response to marker- Hill (1993) derived the variance of the donor geassisted selection for the genetic background of the nome proportion in an unselected backcross popularecurrent parent promises to combine several of the tion, whereas Ribaut et al. (2002) deduced this variance factors determining the efficiency of a gene introgresfor chromosomes carrying one or several target genes. sion program into one criterion.
The covariance of the donor genome proportion across In classical selection theory, the expectation, genetic a chromosome and the proportion of donor alleles at variance, and heritability of the target trait are required, markers in backcrossing was given by Visscher (1996) . as well as the covariance between the target trait and
In their derivations, these authors assumed that the the selection criterion in the case of indirect selection donor genome proportion of different individuals in a (Bernardo 2002) . In backcrossing without selection, backcross generation is stochastically independent. This applies to large BC n populations only (a) in the absence of selection in all generations BC s (1 Յ s Յ n) and (b) if each BC nϪ1 (n Ͼ 1) individual has maximally one BC n 
Indicator variable taking the value 1 if the locus at position x i ,j carries the donor allele in generation BC n and 0 otherwise. Realizations are denoted by g n,i,j . G n , g n Random vector denoting the multilocus genotype of a BC n individual, G n,c,l c 
Random variable counting the number of donor alleles at marker loci.
a Random variables Z , Z i , and Z i,j refer to the homologous chromosomes originating from the nonrecurrent parent.
lection is significantly smaller than that in unselected map of the target gene(s) and markers, and (c) the marker genotype of the individuals used as nonrecurpopulations of stochastically independent individuals. Hillel et al. (1990) and Markel et al. (1997) Table 1 . for marker-assisted backcrossing.
In the following we derive (1) the expected donor The objective of this study was to develop a theoretical genome proportion of a backcross individual condiframework for marker-assisted selection for the genetic tional on its multilocus genotype g n at marker and target background of the recurrent parent in a backcross proloci, (2) the expected donor genome proportion of a gram to (i) predict response to selection and (ii) give backcross population generated by backcrossing an indicriteria for selecting the most promising backcross individual with multilocus genotype g n to the recurrent parviduals for further backcrossing or selfing. Our approach ent, and (3) the expected donor genome proportion deals with selection in generation n of the backcross of the wth-best individual of a backcross population program, taking into account (a) preselection for the of size u generated by backcrossing an individual with multilocus genotype g n to the recurrent parent. presence of one or several target genes, (b) the linkage Probability of multilocus genotypes: We derive the Selection of individuals with a low number of donor alleles: We determine the distribution of donor alleles probability that a BC n individual has multilocus genotype g n under the condition that its nonrecurrent parent in the individual carrying (1) all target genes and (2) the w smallest number of donor alleles among all carriers of has multilocus genotype g nϪ1 . Let the target genes (subsequently referred to as the wth
Assume that v out of u individuals of a backcross family denote the set of indices, for which the locus at position carry all target genes. Then, the distribution of donor x i,j was heterozygous in the nonrecurrent parent in genalleles in the wth best individual among the v carriers eration BC nϪ1 (F 1 ϭ BC 0 ). The elements of I are ordered of the target gene is described by the wth order statistic according to of v independent random variables with distribution
The conditional probability that the BC n individual has the multilocus marker genotype g n is (David 1981) . Weighing with the probability that ex-
actly v individuals carry the target gene yields the distribution function of donor alleles in the wth best carrier (3) of all target genes in a BC n family of size u, where
where the probability p that an individual carries all and target genes is
and r* i,j is calculated analogously to Equations 5 and 6 Distribution of donor alleles at markers: Consider a but replacing I with T. BC n family of size u, generated by backcrossing one The probability that the wth best individual carries b BC nϪ1 individual to the recurrent parent. Let donor alleles is
(15) denote the number of donor alleles at the marker loci of a BC n individual. The probability that an individual Distribution of the donor genome proportion: In the that carries all target genes is heterozygous at exactly b following, we investigate the homologous chromosomes loci is of backcross individuals that originate from the nonrecurrent parent. We divide the chromosomes into non-
, (8) overlapping intervals, where
with length denotes the set of all multilocus marker genotypes carrying all target genes and
denotes the set of all multilocus marker genotypes carrying all target genes and the donor allele at exactly b marker Consider a BC n individual with genotype g n of which the genotype of the nonrecurrent parent in generations loci. The respective distribution function is
We first derive the expected 
Response to selection: We define response to selection R as the difference between the expected donor genome proportion in the selected fraction of a BC n 1, 1
(
population and the expected donor genome portion Ј in the unselected BC n population:
We consider a BC n family of size u q generated by back-
crossing one BC nϪ1 individual of genotype g nϪ1,q . With respect to this family donor genome proportion E(Z i,j ) of a chromosome interval delimited by (a i,j , b i,j ). Assume at first a finite
number e of loci equidistantly distributed on the chro-(26) mosome interval at positions x* i,1 , . . . , x* i,e ; the corresponding random variables indicating the presence of denotes the expected donor genome proportion of the the donor allele are G* n,i,1 , . . . , G* n,i,e . The expected dowth best individual, where nor genome proportion in the interval is then
According to Hill (1993) 
the w q best individuals are selected such that the selected fraction consists of w ϭ ͚ q w q individuals. We then have
(21) and (29) genotypes of the loci flanking the interval (i, j) in generations BC sϪ1 and BC s . For telomere chromosome segNote that z(g n ) refers to one set of homologous chromoments (j ϭ 1, j ϭ l i ϩ 1) somes, whereas n and Ј n refer to both homologous chromosome sets. This results in the factors 1 ⁄ 4 and 
G n , a random sample of realizations, determined with a random-walk procedure from the probability of occurrence of multilocus genotypes (Equation 3), can be used For nontelomere chromosome segments (1 Ͻ j Ͻ l i ϩ as basis for the calculations. The routines developed for 1) the probability P(G* s,i,k ϭ 1|g* sϪ1,i,k ϭ 1) can be calcuimplementing our theory are available in the software lated with the equations in Table 2 .
The expected donor genome proportion on the hoPlabsoft (Maurer et al. 2004) .
The BC n population is generated by recurrent backcrossing of unselected BC s (1 Յ s Ͻ n) populations Comparison to normal distribution selection theory:
of large size. Normal distribution selection theory can be applied to e. No preselection for the presence of target genes was marker-assisted backcrossing by considering a BC n popcarried out in the BC n population under considerulation in which indirect selection for low donor geation. nome proportion Z is carried out by selecting individuals with a low count B of donor alleles at markers.
We illustrate the effects of these shortcomings and asAssuming a heritabiltiy of h 2 ϭ 1 for the marker score sumptions with a model close to the maize genome B, response to selection R can be predicted (Bernardo with 10 chromosomes of length 2 M, markers evenly 2002, p. 264) as distributed across the genome, and two target genes located in the center of chromosomes 1 and 2.
For unselected BC 1 populations and large numbers of markers (e.g., 200), the normal approximation of where i b is the selection intensity.
the distribution of donor alleles fits very well the exact Under the assumptions of (i) no selection in generadistribution ( Figure 1A ). However, if only few markers tions BC s (s Ͻ n) and (ii) no preselection for the presare employed, the discretization of the probability denence of target genes in generation BC n , we have (appensity function of the normal distribution approximates dix a, using results of Hill 1993 and Visscher 1996) only roughly the exact distribution ( Figure 1B ). In particular, for donor genome proportions Ͻ0.2, where se-
lection will most likely take place, a considerable underestimation of the exact distribution is observed. This results in an underestimation of the response to selec-
(1 Ϫ r i,j,jЈ ) , (31) tion when normal distribution selection theory is employed. The underestimation is even more severe if an where order statistics approach for normal distribution selection theory is applied (Hill 1976) , which takes the finite
/2, population size into account. Due to the donor chromosome segments attached to
the target genes, the donor genome proportion in backr i,j,j Ј ϭ r(x i,j Ј Ϫ x i,j ), cross populations preselected for the presence of target genes is greater than that in unselected backcross popand (appendix a)
ulations. This can result in an overestimation of the response to selection, when employing the normal dis-
tribution selection theory and using 1/2 nϩ1 as the population mean of the donor genome proportion (Figure with (Visscher 1996) 1C). Note, however, that an adaptation of the normal selection approach should be possible by adjusting the cov (G n,i,j 
). population mean with the expected length of the at- (34) tached donor segment using results of Hanson (1959) . In marker-assisted backcross programs, usually a high From a mathematical point of view, applying normal selection intensity is employed and only one or few indistribution selection theory to marker-assisted backcrossdividuals of a backcross population are used as noning has the following shortcomings: recurrent parents for the next backcross generation. a. The distribution of marker scores is discrete, but the This results in a smaller variance in the donor genome normal approximation is continuous.
proportion at markers compared with backcrossing the b. The distribution of the marker scores is limited, but entire unselected population that is assumed by the northe normal approximation is unlimited. mal distribution approach ( Figure 1D ). The result can c. The relationship between marker score and donor gebe a severe overestimation of the response to selection. nome proportion of an individual is nonlinear (this The suggested exact approach overcomes the shortcan be shown by using Equation 20), but normal discomings and assumptions listed under a-e. In conclutribution selection theory assumes a linear relationsion, it can be applied to a much larger range of situaship.
tions than the normal distribution approach.
Comparison to simulation studies: Simulation studies From a genetic point of view, the derivations (appenwere successfully applied for obtaining guidelines for dix a) of variance and covariance presented for the the design of marker-assisted backcrossing (Hospital normal approximation (Equation 30) Visscher (1999) , one of the One individual is selected as the nonrecurrent parent of generation BC 2 . most important advantages of simulation studies is that selection is taken into account, whereas previous theo-
et al. 2002). According to
The expected response to selection for maize ranges from ‫%5ف‬ of the donor genome (20 markers, 20 plants) retical approaches yielded only reliable estimates for backcrossing without selection.
to 12% (120 markers, 1000 plants), and for sugar beet it ranges from ‫7ف‬ to 15% (Figure 2 ). To obtain a reOur approach solves the problem of using selected individuals as nonrecurrent parents. With respect to two sponse to selection of ‫%01ف‬ with 60 markers, a population size of 180 is required in maize, corresponding to areas, however, simulation studies cover a broader range of scenarios than the selection theory approach pre-‫2/081ف‬ ϫ 60 ϭ 5400 marker data points (MDP). By comparison, in sugar beet a population size of 60 is sented: (i) Simulations allow the comparison of alternative selection strategies, while in this study we developed sufficient, resulting in only 30% of the MDP required for maize. This result indicates that the efficiency of the selection theory approach for using the marker score B as a selection index, and (ii) simulations allow marker-assisted backcrossing in crops with smaller genomes is much higher than that in crops with larger coverage of an entire backcross program, while we developed our approach only for one backcross generation.
genomes. Stam (2003) obtained similar results in a simulation study. Both issues are promising areas for further research.
Prediction of response to selection: Prediction of reUsing Ͼ80 markers in maize (corresponding to a marker density of 25 cM) or Ͼ60 markers in sugar beet sponse to selection with Equation 25 can be employed to compare alternative scenarios with respect to popula-(marker density 15 cM) resulted only in a marginal increase of the response to selection, irrespective of the tion size and required number of markers. We illustrate this application by the example of a BC 1 population using population size employed (Figure 2) . Increasing the population size up to 100 plants results in substantial model genomes close to maize (10 chromosomes of length 2 M) and sugar beet (9 chromosomes of length increase in response to selection in both crops, and using even larger populations still improves the ex-1 M). Markers are evenly distributed across all chromosomes and a target gene is located 66 cM from the telopected response to selection. In conclusion, increasing the response to selection by increasing the number of mere on chromosome 1. The donor of the target gene and the recurrent parent are completely homozygous. markers employed is possible only up to an upper limit that depends on the number and length of chromodonor genome proportion z(g n ) (Equation 24) of the backcross individual and (2) the expected donor gesomes. In contrast, increasing response to selection by increasing the population size is possible up to populanome proportion E 1,u (z(G nϩ1 |g n )) (Equation 26) of the best of the progenies obtained when using the backcross tion sizes that exceed the reproduction coefficient of most crop and animal species.
individual as nonrecurrent parent of the next backcross generation. Employing z(g n ) is recommended when seAn optimum criterion for the design of markerassisted selection in a backcross population can be delecting plants for selfing from the final generation of a backcross program, because the ultimate goal of a backfined by the expected response to selection reached with a fixed number of MDP. For fixed numbers of cross program is to generate an individual (carrying the target genes) with a low donor genome proportion. In MDP in sugar beet, designs with large populations and few markers always reached larger values of response to contrast, employing E 1,u (z(G nϩ1 |g n )) is recommended for selecting individuals as parents for subsequent backcross selection than designs with small populations and many markers (Figure 2 ). For maize, the same trend was obgenerations, because here the donor genome proportion in the progenies is more important than the donor served for 500 and 1000 MDP, while for a larger number of MDP the optimum design ranged between 40 and genome in the selected individual itself. Both criteria take into account the position of the markers and are, 50 markers. In conclusion, in BC 1 populations of maize and sugar beet and a fixed number of MDP, markertherefore, more suitable than B, if unequally distributed markers are employed. assisted selection is, within certain limits, more efficient for larger populations than for higher marker densities.
Comparison of B, z(g n ), and E 1,u (z(G nϩ1 |g n )) is demonstrated with experimental data from a gene introgresSelecting backcross individuals: Selection of backcross individuals can be carried out by using the number sion program in sugar beet. The target gene was located on chromosome 1 with map distance 6 cM from the teloof donor alleles at markers B as a selection index. However, when employing markers not evenly distributed mere, and 25 codominant polymorphic markers were employed for background selection. The map positions across the genome, the donor genome proportion at markers reflects only poorly the donor genome proporof the markers were (chromosome number/distance from the telomere in centimorgans): 1/12, 1/28, 1/32, tion across the entire genome.
The selection theory presented provides two alter- 
